Give a little
whistle

It’s a wrap!

The Incredible
Journey

Healthcare’s
coming home

Clipper secures four-year
contract with cutting edge
women’s wear company.

Introducing wrap and tag
to Morrisons’ cosmetics.

Homework does 650 mile
round trip before reaching
teacher.

Joerns comes home and
is looking for a UK based
logistics specialist…
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“Clipper’s extensive
knowledge of
both the clothing
and e-fulfilment
markets has proved
invaluable.”

Welcome to the
summer edition
of Evolve.

I hope you’ve all been enjoying
the nice weather when we’ve
had it, and watching the great
British summer of sport on
TV. We certainly have in my
household.

I am about halfway through
my tour of the business and
for those sites that I’ve not yet
visited, please be patient;
I promise I will be seeing you
very shortly.

As you will all be aware, the
news has been full of stories
about the hard times being
experienced in the retail sector.
At Clipper we have seen first
hand how tough trading has
been. As a result our own
performance was somewhat
disappointing in the final
quarter of the financial year,
which after the first nine months
of strong trading was certainly
hard to swallow.

Enjoy the rest of the summer
and for those of you embarking
on your summer vacations,
I wish you Bon Voyage.

I’m sure the present cloud
over the retail sector will lift,
but it will no doubt be a slow
recovery. Fortunately, Clipper
has managed to stay at the
forefront of the growth areas
in retail, namely e-fulfilment,
where we are still experiencing
g
a strong demand for our
services.

Spotlight – Whistles
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We’re pleased to announce
that we’ve recently secured
a four-year contract with the
cutting edge, womenswear
fashion brand, Whistles. We
will manage the receipt and
distribution of their clothing
and accessories for all of the
Whistles stores in the UK and
Ireland, fulfil and despatch
all wholesale orders, and
manage their on-line clothing
requirements.
General Manager Ross Lee
commented, “We are very
pleased to have secured such
a significant contract and to
have assisted the retailer with

the creation of an independent
system and logistics platform,
which ensures flexibility and
facilitates the brand’s future
growth plans. We look forward
to building our relationship with
the retailer moving forward.”
Founded in the early 80’s,
Whistles has recently reinvented
itself under the leadership of
Jane Shepherdson who, having
transformed Topshop into a
global success story, is widely
recognised as being a retail
visionary. Whistles has launched
a bold new brand identity
and overhauled its collection
to offer a high quality, fashion

forward, yet affordable clothing
range. It has thirty-six stand
alone stores across the UK
and Ireland and forty-nine
concessions within leading
department stores, including
Harvey Nichols and Harrods.
It also has international links in
Paris and Dubai, and a strong
internet presence via the brand
website and other popular
on-line shops, such as ASOS
and JLP.
We will be managing the
operation from the Clipper
Milton Keynes Distribution
Centre and we are also
providing the transport

capabilities to service the
stores.
“We are delighted to be
working with Clipper. Clipper’s
extensive knowledge of both
the clothing and e-fulfilment
markets has proved invaluable,
and has provided us with a
tailor made solution that meets
the specific requirements of
our business and also the ever
changing demands of our
customers. We look forward to
a continued successful working
partnership.” said David Mold,
Director of IT and Logistics,
Whistles.

Mint Velvet

More reasons to be
proud of Clipper
When Morrisons made the
decision to security wrap and
tag a large proportion of its
cosmetics product offering,
it asked Clipper to find the
best way to achieve this
mammoth task.
Wrap and tag stops would be
thieves from taking a product
out of store. It is also used to
stop customers from “trying out”
sales stock by opening items
before replacing them to buy
new, unopened products.
We ran the shrink test for
Morrisons in December 2010
and found that the process
reduced costs significantly and
so Morrisons decided to go
ahead with the project.
Using specialised machinery
and copyrighted protection
tags, we’ve got a dedicated

team working full time to apply
the security wrap and tags to
the relevant Morrisons products.
We’re currently re-working
over 30,000 units per week for
onward distribution to stores,
and the scheme’s proving
so successful that it could be
extended to other high value
items liable to theft from
store shelves.
This is all just part of the ongoing
evolution of our relationship
with Morrisons, which already
sees us providing a nationwide
delivery service on a selected
range of products into all
Morrisons stores.
To achieve this, we make over
875 deliveries each week,
distributed over two delivery
rounds and using only our
own fleet. Delivering to as

many as ten stores a day,
our drivers have to help the
store check their order, collect
empty totes and pouches,
and manage store product
returns at each drop. As these
run from Brighouse, Rotherham,
Brimsdown, Bristol and East
Kilbride, it’s a real shared user
network team effort.
Well, given the sheer scale of
this operation, I’m exceedingly
pleased to report that in March,
having made a total of 4,373
deliveries to Morrisons, we didn’t
have a single failure! Well done
to everyone involved – let’s see
if we can keep it up for the rest
of the year and across all our
client-base.

The scheme’s
proving so
successful that it
could be extended
to other high value
items liable to theft
from store shelves.

Our relationship with Mint
Velvet just keeps on going from
strength-to-strength. Since the
start of the contract, we’ve
taken on their e-fulfilment and
returns processing, as well as
adding the supporting function
of Customer Services.
Mint Velvet are now heavily
involved in third party sales,
which we pre-retail, and they
have also been trialling the
idea of concessions on ships,
all with our support.
Starting with two Solus stores
and concessions within House
of Fraser, we have supported
Mint Velvet with their expansion

into John Lewis, and the
addition of a further two Solus
stores. The main thrust of further
expansion will be through their
standalone stores, with plans
to open four or five new stores
each year.

launching in 2009. We have
worked closely with the Clipper
team and they have helped
us to establish a successful
business. We look forward to
continued growth with their
support over the coming years.”

Other plans revolve around the
introduction of an e-commerce
click and collect service,
along with expansion into the
international market online.
Stuart Grant, Commercial
Director, Mint Velvet
commented
“We have built a great
relationship with Clipper since
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“We have built a
great relationship
with Clipper since
launching in 2009…”

Dedication’s
what you need
New look,
new livery
As most of you will have already
seen, our animal logos are
running up and down the
country on the sides of our
trailers. As Clipper continues to
grow and evolve, we’ve now
decided to roll them out across
the demount bodies as well.
Many of the demount bodies
were looking quite dated and in
need of a facelift so we turned
to the expertise of both Abel
Bodybuilders and Stormont.
After an intensive, three-week
program of shot blasting,
reconditioning, painting and,
most importantly, applying
the livery, the boxes are fully
revitalised and ready for at least
another five years of work.
The Winged Horse, Lion-Lizard
and the rest of the family can
already be seen on the bodies
running out of Brimsdown,
gracing the South East on a

daily basis, as well as making
ng
the journey up to Lymedale
and back. With the roll out
program planned for the rest
est of
the business, they’ll be coming
i
to a town near you soon!

The Winged Horse,
Lion-Lizard and the
rest of the family
can already be
seen on the bodies
running out of
Brimsdown.

Clipper’s Distribution Centre at
Northampton used to have a
quiet little corner – an under
utilised area that was acting
as home to some dismantled
racking and other assets, which
had been stored there on
behalf of the Group.
Well, after a hectic period of
rapid change it’s safe to say
that it’s not so quiet now.
Why the rapid change?
Because Clipper, in partnership
with APL Logistics, managed
to secure an agreement with
Joerns Healthcare to store
and distribute their range of
products throughout the UK,
Europe and the rest of the
World.
Now, we know you’ll be
wondering who Joerns
Healthcare is so before you
ask, it is a manufacturer of
beds, furnishings, repositioning
equipment and wound
management products for
the long-term care industry,
including hospitals and nursing
homes. Originally founded in
1889, it now has operations
throughout the US, Canada, the
UK (including its Head Office in
Worcester) and the Netherlands.
When Joerns Healthcare
separated from their parent
company, Sunrise Medical, at
the end of 2010, it needed a
new home and the answer was
Clipper’s Northampton site.

20,000 sq ft was cleared and
high bay racking was put up
in preparation. During late
January, the first stock started
to arrive on transfer vehicles
from the old site in the West
Midlands. Under the supervision
of Clipper newcomer Paul Toms
and stock controller Martin
Vale, the first despatches to
customers were underway in
less than ten days and the
end of the month saw them
shipping twice as many orders
as originally forecast.
With 500 pallet slots now
occupied by the Joerns
contract, and the majority of
the remaining capacity taken
for storage by the John Lewis
Partnership, the formally ‘quiet’
area of the DC is now buzzing
with activity, a real testament
to the agility and ability of the
dedicated Clipper team!

Martin Leader
Warehouse Manager

As if any more
proof were
needed…
At Clipper, it’s no secret that we
pride ourselves on our ability
to tackle any sized project as
much as our agility in reacting
quickly. It’s something that has
been proved time and again
as we regularly deliver projects
in weeks that would take other
organisations months.
Well, we’ve done it again, this
time for John Lewis Partnership’s
Regulation Schoolwear
fulfilment. You see, it all started
with a discussion back in
October last year, when the
project was first proposed,
and by November the space
had already been allocated
and designed. Then during
December and January,
our peak stockholding and
outbound period, the build was
completed and in January and
February this year the migration
of Regulation Schoolwear from
21 John Lewis stores and iForce
to Ollerton began.
This saw the introduction of
an additional 14.5k SKUs,
with forecasts indicating that
the site will eventually house
approximately 105k SKUs in
total across both Fashion
and Regulation Schoolwear.
Regulation schoolwear alone
is forecast to be 14,740 SKUs
spread over 250,000 units.
To handle the extra volume,
17k new locations were built,
bringing the total John Lewis
location count at Ollerton up
to a whopping 113,000. These
additional schoolwear locations
include a mixture of BDC1 Box
Locations, ‘Type 27’ Pigeon
Hole Locations, and Hanging
Locations, designed to suit the
expected unit proposition and
split.

To give you an idea of the
impact that a migration to
Clipper of this scale has on a
business like JLP, here’s some
fact and figures; at the point
where just 8 of the 21 stores had
migrated to Ollerton, sales were
up 42% against 2010’s in store
sales. At the time of writing, 16
of the 21 stores have migrated
with the final 5 due in early
June, so we’re eagerly awaiting
the figures from that period. We
are currently stocking Regulation
Schoolwear for around 350
private schools nationwide and
dispatched around 20,000
units of Regulation Schoolwear
between January and May.
That’s 125k units in stock (105k
flat and 20k hanging) across
8.5k SKUs at any one time.
What more proof could you
possibly need of our collective
ability and agility?
Constantly evolving.
Another vital part of what do
better than anyone else, is
we never stand still – we’re
constantly on the lookout for
ways to improve all of the
different services that we
provide to our broad portfolio
of clients. John Lewis Partnership
benefited from our efforts earlier
this year, when we transferred
the handling of their returns
from Brimsdown to Ollerton, in a
project to simplify the process
and improve the availability
of stock following its return, by
having the entire John Lewis
online fashion proposition under
one roof.
This began with the physical and
electronic returns process being
mapped from 28th February
to 3rd March, after which the
process map was used to

create the new operational
layout. A 2,500 sq ft area was
set aside at Clipper Ollerton in
the week commencing 21st
March.
After that, everything moved
with typical Clipper swiftness
and efficiency - samples were
sent to Ollerton to confirm the
electronic returns process from
28th March, system access was
setup on 1st April and the returns
labels address was changed
from Enfield to Ollerton on 11th
April. The processing of returns
ceased at Enfield on Thursday
14th April and all the returns
equipment was collected from
Enfield on Friday 15th April
and assembled at Ollerton
on Saturday 16th April, with all
outstanding returns parcels also
being trunked to Ollerton.
On Monday 18th April,
processing went live with help
from Satinder and Ewelina
from Brimsdown, who came
up to Ollerton to help out with
the operation’s start-up and
provided great support that
ensured a smooth transition.

“Great news for
our customer’s.
Faster turn around
times leading to
improved availability
and a reduction
in lost sales
opportunities…”

We’ve forecast 6,000 parcels
will be processed each week,
increasing to around 18,000
a week during peak times. At
the time of writing, 20,589 units
have been processed across
21 days, giving an average of
980 units per day or 6,863 units
per week. So far, the largest
processing day has been 2,244
units!
“Great news for our customer’s.
Faster turn around times
leading to improved availability
and a reduction in lost sales
opportunities towards the end
of the selling seasons. Early
indications suggest time taken
to process returns has halved
and stock is processed and
made available within 24 hours
– again more than halving the
previous process.”

Aspiring
Managers

Phil Courtney
John Lewis’ Multi Channel
Fulfilment General Manager

“The qualifications at
this level have been
designed to give
practising or aspiring
middle managers
a solid foundation
for their formal
development.”

Congratulations to those of you
who took part in ASPIRE since
the last edition of Evolve, which
involved Level 4 management
training. The qualifications at
this level have been designed
to give practising or aspiring
middle managers a solid
foundation for their formal
development. Level 4 also
prepares learners for the more
rigorous demands of study at
higher levels.
Level 4 ASPIRE, provides
participants with a concise
qualification made up of two
mandatory units, Understanding
the management role and
Developing management skills.
As well as covering the core
research, analysis and group-

working skills that are essential
to practising or potential middle
managers, all learners had to do
a presentation in front of a group
of Directors and their site General
Managers.
The four successful participants
all did extremely well, and so
it gives us great pleasure to
announce them.
They are:
Samantha Clark - Northampton
Paul Rubra - Brimsdown
Sean Wilson - Rugby
Stephen Barber - Rotherham

Meet the Harvey
Nichols Team –
Northampton
As we enter our seventh year
at Northampton, it seems a
good time to take a look at the
progress Clipper have made
in providing a comprehensive
logistics service to Harvey
Nichols and to highlight the
changes that have taken place
on site and within the Clipper
team during this evolution.

seven across the UK and Eire,
which we service with a small
site based fleet and the help
of our Clipper colleagues in
Brimsdown, Rugby and East
Kilbride.

we fulfil. This includes alcohol,
so we are licensed like your
local pub, with one of our Ops
Managers, Tony, designated as
‘landlord’.

We still occupy the same
building – ten minutes from
M1/J15 – but have expanded
into what used to be called
‘next door’ (the other space
is now home to the Joerns
contract and third party
storage), and have also built a
small mezzanine to bring our
operating space up to 95k sq ft.

As well as fashion clothing and
accessories, we also throughput
a surprising quantity of
foodstuffs, wines, spirits and soft
drinks to supply the restaurants,
bars and food halls within each
Harvey Nichols store. In the last
couple of years we have also
diverted the entire perfumery
range through the DC, enabling
better stock file accuracy
and allowing our customer to
reduce the amount of stock
held across their business.

Also part of the online offering is
hampers, not just for Christmas
these days but designed to
appeal throughout the year.
Clipper took on the initial
challenge of order fulfilment
and distribution then followed
up by establishing a Customer
Service centre to handle online
customer enquiries and market
the products. When we won the
business to build the hamper
range, it allowed us to offer
a fully integrated and flexible
service to Harvey Nichols.

Harvey Nichols isn’t a volume
business; they concentrate
on high-end luxury goods.
We’ve seen two new stores
open, bringing the total up to

Initially starting with some
perfumes and beauty products,
Harvey Nichols now offer a
broad range of merchandise
to online customers, all of which

Underpinning all this excellent
work is the dedication and hard
work of all our on-site teams,
not just our frontline people. Our
core staff numbers have risen

to ninety with these additional
work streams and whilst
new blood is welcome and
desirable, we also value the
loyalty of our longer servers – a
quarter of our staff have been
with us from the beginning of
the contract Mickey, one of our
drivers, services stretch back to
1999.
It’s also been good to see
how people have taken
opportunities to develop;
twenty-nine candidates have
completed an Aspire course
with most going on to take a
more demanding role within
the contract. Mel and Iva, who
supervise and control Ecomm
operations and hamper
production, both came to
us on a temporary basis as
warehouse colleagues back in
2005.
We’ve discovered some hidden

talents too. When we set up the
e
photo studio for Harvey Nichols,,
Kamal, our processing Team
Leader at the time, told us his
real passion was photography
and so he joined the studio
staff to help capture product
images for the online store. Of
course there are sometimes
interesting skills we can’t
currently use, sorry Natalia (our
ex-professional boxer).
I’d like to finish with a big
thank you to everyone who’s
contributed to the success of
the contract over the last six
years – but enough looking
back – it’s nearly summer
sale time and AW 11 intake is
reaching its peak!
Ross Lee
General Manager

“Congratulations”.
Evolve would like to give a big
“well done!” to Katie Harmer
and Patty Goddard, who are
both members of the Harvey
Nichols Customer Care Team
based at the DC, for receiving
the Harvey Nichols Vision and
Values award.
It’s actually a double well done
to Katie, who also won the
award in June last year. The fact
that she’s managed to bag the
award again is testament to
her continued commitment to
providing Harvey Nichols online
customers with first class advice

and for supporting customers
looking to make enquiries with
our stores.
Together, Katie and Patty are
renowned for their friendly
and efficient manner, as well
as for always maintaining
the appropriate standards
of professionalism to ensure
that Harvey Nichols customers
receive the “feel good
experience” expected of the
brand.
Congratulations to you both
and keep up the good work!

LO RES

Power to the people!
Successful Staff Forum -“It helps all of us to make a difference.”
The staff forum at Ollerton
has been established some
time now and is made up of
representatives from each of
the site’s main contracts and
functions. We believe that it has
developed into an effective
team, which provides another
mechanism for effective
communications at the site,
helping to keep us informed.
Being a forum member makes
you feel involved because
collectively, we help to improve
the site and to make it a better
place to work. The news from
the rest of the Company, and
from our customers, makes you
realise that we are part of an
organisation that is growing.

Being a forum member lets you
help others bring an idea to life.
By speaking to managers
about a range of issues and
topics, many of the suggestions
that have originated from
our colleagues have brought
about change and operational
improvement. We are also
realistic and know that not
every idea or suggestion
can be implemented and
our management team
representative provides us with
feedback to take back to our
colleagues, so it’s never just no
for no’s sake.
Most recently we were joined
by Tony Mannix, who gave

us an insight to what was
happening around the Group
and also what the plans were
for Ollerton over the next
couple of years. Knowing
what is happening locally with
regards to the development of
Ollerton, helped to give us an
overview of the bigger plan.
If you don’t have a forum at
your site and you’d like some
ideas or advice on how to get
things started, please do not
hesitate to contact anyone of
us by using the following email
michellepotts@clippergroup.
co.uk

Article Produced by
Elaine Ball
Anna Bieganska
Magda Lezyk
Grazyna Kedra
Clipper Forum Members –
Ollerton Distribution Centre

The RIDDOR-Free Ripple
Joining the list
of sites with 365
RIDDOR-free days
are Carlton Court,
GR 2, Selby,Sheffield
(ARC), Stanton,
Worsley, and MK 1.

In the last edition of Evolve,
we reported the fantastic
news that GR1 had achieved
a brilliant 365 days without
Reporting of Injuries, Diseases
and Dangerous Occurrences
Regulations (RIDDOR).
Well, it looks like the good
work is spreading as we’re
now extremely pleased to
report that joining the list of
sites with 365 RIDDOR-free
days are Carlton Court, GR 2,
Selby, Sheffield (ARC), Stanton,

Worsley, and MK 1. GR1 are still
on the list too, of course.
Again, this is testament to the
hard work of all the teams
working across the different
sites, which have gone the
extra mile to create a positive
and proactive safety culture.
Their hard work has really paid
off with this fabulous result that
has come from every single
member of all the teams –
well done everyone!

Ready, steady, SINK!

Eggcellent
work!
The team at the Darlington
and GR1 site held an Easter
egg raffle to raise money for
St Teresa’s Hospice, part of the
Darlington & District Hospice
Movement.

The Easter egg raffle raised
£138 in total for the Hospice.
Once again showing the
great generosity of the Clipper
employees.

The Hospice, founded in 1986,
delivers high standards of free
palliative care from a multidisciplinary team, and includes
at-home respite services,
specialist palliative care beds,
day care and carers’ support,
as well as counselling and
bereavement support, and a
specialist driving service.

The Hospice,
founded in 1986,
delivers high
standards of free
palliative care
from a multidisciplinary team.

Eggcellent work!
There were two hampers to be
won in the Easter egg raffle.
And the lucky winners were
Marzena Kucharska from GR1
and from Darlington Shaun
Musgrave.

Miss, my
homework’s…
disappeared!
It all started when Paul Harrop,
working at Brighouse, was
processing a returned tote
from Morrisons Store 325, which
is in Bude down in Cornwall.
Nothing strange there you might
think, until he found a school
book-bag, filled with books and
unmarked homework.

Mick Stead and
Marzena Kucharska

Carl Muir and
Shaun Musgrave

He handed the bag into
customer services who, on a
closer inspection, found the
name of the school (Bude Infant
School) and the unlucky pupil.
A quick telephone conversation
with their class teacher, Miss
Bradburn, confirmed that the
bag did indeed belong to one
of her pupils, who had been

unable to hand their homework
in because it had gone
mysteriously missing.
The bag was dispatched back
to the school post-haste and a
few days later customer services
received the letter shown,
thanking Clipper from both the
pupil and the class teacher.
They’d even had a look on the
Internet to see where Brighouse
was, and discovered that it’s
324.29 miles from Bude, giving
the homework a phenomenal
round trip of 648.58 miles
before landing on Miss
Bradburn’s desk!

Sunday 22nd May was a bleak
and windy day here in Leeds.
Not the sort of day for messing
about on the water. Or so
you’d think, because despite
the conditions there was a
massive turn out at Roundhay
Park Leeds, to support the Martin
House charity dragon boat
race.

before they’d even set off. I
think they were trying to get into
character but took the Pirate
theme a bit too far! We can’t
complain though because they
recovered quickly and (when all
the water had been emptied
out of their unfortunate vessel)
went on to win the heat and
both their other heats as well.

Clipper entered three teams;
one from Selby, a mixed
team from Darlington, Ollerton
and GR1, and a mixed girl’s
only team. Getting off to an
absolutely appalling start, the
Selby team tried to dampen
spirits by sinking their boat

The Mohicans from Darlington,
Ollerton and GR1 fought well
in their heats but the rhythm
was just out and they missed
the semi-final. The Clipperettes
finished 2nd in their first race
(with the help of two pirates) but
then made the rather bizarre

tactical decision that it was
better to be able to see all their
opponents, so they stayed at
the back for the last two races.
The Selby team went into the
semi-finals as the second
fastest team but some dodgy
marshalling and new tactics
saw them miss the final and
finish a creditable 8th out of
forty-eight teams.
On the day, all of the teams
made a great effort with fancy
dress, but some of the other
competitors were excellent, so
we failed to win any prizes. All
in all, a good day was had by

everyone and plenty of money
was raised for charity. One
sad note; the wind killed Ted’s
festival tent, that he had kindly
let us use, and it was consigned
to the tip. Sorry Ted.
Many thanks to all the
competitors and those who
sponsored them.
Colin Holland
Selby DC
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A big congratulations to everyone who’s been awarded the prestigious title of
Employee of the Month so far this year. And just in case they haven’t already told
you themselves, here’s the List of Honour going back to January this year. Well
done, and keep up the good work!

January
Dean Arthur
Chris Heywood
Nina Grzelak
Colin Mosley
Keith Price
Katie Harmer
Andrea Sotlova
Gary Doble
Lukas Imrich
Jean Couch

– Lymedale
– Selby
– Ollerton
– Ollerton
– Rotherham
– Northampton
– Northampton
– Stanton
– Rugby
– Darlington

February
Emil Wcislo
Grace Kedra
Uzma Bi
Marc Kane
Jenny Bailey
Elzbieta Wawrzyniak
Gemma Dickman
Monika Micigolska

– GR1
– Ollerton
– Brighouse
– Brimsdown
– Middleton
– Northampton
– Worsley
– Selby

March
Sarah Davenport
Jay Commims
Paul Friskey
Ricky Callow
Miklovan Ismajlukaj
Tom Barnell
Dawid Grafender
George Reilly
Laura Raven
Krzysztof Szczepanski
Catherine Langley

– Ollerton
– Ollerton
– Darlington
– Lymedale
– GR1
– Northampton
– Rugby
– East Kilbride
– Selby
– Selby
– Milton Keynes

April
Anna Townsend
Andy Haworth
Marie Keates
Tom Guy
John Chisolm
Roman Turek

– Rugby
– Brighouse
– GR1
– Darlington
– East Kilbride
– Northampton

Wes Sincla
ir
Tim Hatfield

Clipper
Long Service
Award

Simon Waterhous
e

Promotion
Sean Wilson
“I have enjoyed a
varied role within
Clipper, first as
National Shared User
Manager working on
numerous contracts
such as Build a Bear,
Ann Summers and
Moss Bros, to name
but a few.”

I first started with Clipper in
May 2006, employed as the
Transport Manager on the
Woolworth contract based
in Ollerton, since Woolworth’s
demise I have enjoyed a
varied role within Clipper,
first as National Shared User
Manager working on numerous
contracts such as Build a Bear,
Ann Summers and Moss Bros,
to name but a few. This was
followed by a stint in Germany
during 2009, working alongside
our German colleagues at
Bestaendig.

It’s a testament to Clipper’s
ongoing growth that we are
able to keep on announcing,
year after year, Long Service
awards of ten, twenty and
even twenty-five years of
service to the company. It
gives us great pleasure and
pride to present you with the
full list going back to January
this year.

In April 2010 I took on the
responsibility of Contract
Manager for Aurora Fashion,
encompassing such brands as
Karen Millen, Warehouse and
Oasis. We currently undertake
two-thousand deliveries per
week for Aurora, spread across
our nationwide network.

February
25 years
Tim Hatfield – Brighouse
Neville Brooks – Ollerton
Ian Harrison – Rotherham
10 years
Malcolm Lee – Brighouse
Shirley Ravenscroft – Middleton
Johanna Ogilvie – Brighouse

In October 2010, adding to
my Aurora responsibilities, I
also took on the challenge
of Contract Manager for
Gap, a transport operation
based in Rugby but covering
all stores deliveries across
the UK mainland, Eire and
France. This is 100k sq ft of
space that we rent from
Gap that can hold up to
10,000 pallets for customers

April
30 years
Simon Waterhouse – Ollerton
n
25 years
Steve Day – Ollerton
20 years
John Bruce – Brighouse
10 years
Shani Thompson – Brimsdown
n

ar
Wahida Akhk

Steve Day

Neville Brooks

January
10 years
Jean Flynn – Middleton
June Whiteman – Middleton

such as Simplehuman, Genex,
Mothercare and John Lewis.
Sean Wilson
GM, Rugby

Andrew S
Smith
h

Peter M
orco
c mbe

John Bruc
e

March
25 years
Peter Morcombe – Brimsdown
10 years
Wes Sinclair – Brimsdown
Andrew Smith – Ollerton
Wahida Akhkar – Brighouse

Malcom Le
e

scroft
Shirley Raven
Jean Flynn &

“Secondly, Pamela
Anderson from
Baywatch Days, but
only because of her
life saving skills
(of course), in the
event that I might
get into trouble
whilst swimming
around the island.”

What is your role at Clipper and
how has it changed over the last 2
years?
I initially joined Clipper on a temporary
contract looking after the sites in the
Midlands; Brimsdown, Witney and
anywhere else that my car seemed
to take me. The first year was a little
crazy and although my portfolio of
responsibility is now geographically
smaller (Ollerton, Rugby and
Rotherham) the challenge is thankfully
just as interesting.
I believe my role is to protect the
Company and its people, to develop
its most valuable asset and always be
prepared for change. I am a permanent
Clipper employee now and look forward
to helping to keep Clipper on course.
What’s the best part of your job
and what, if anything, would you
change about it?
Being confident in the people and teams
that I work with and knowing that we
are working towards common goals that
generally bring improvements.
Currently I wouldn’t want to change
anything about the job - I am allowed to
get on with what’s needed to be done and
feel appreciated for what I do.
What do you think is an important
quality to have in your role and
why?
Human Resource is an expensive asset,
which becomes more valuable with the
experience and knowledge that it obtains
with service.
Quality controls and checks at every
stage of an employee’s time with us
are critical, as operations need to be
confident that the advice and guidance
they receive from HR is correct. It also

ensures that our function is seen to be
adding value and preparing the Company
for further growth.
In the last 12 months, which
achievement are you most proud
of? (Work related or otherwise.)
I am passionate about developing
individuals and teams, and on top of
the day-to-day stuff, I have had the
opportunity to train and coach some
great people, all of whom seem to have
appreciated what’s been delivered. I
was also given the honour of being the
ASPIRE sponsor manager this year
and I know that the new cohort will
reap the benefits of participating in
this programme. Clipper’s continued
commitment to development is
commendable, especially in comparison
to what other companies offer.
How do you think participating in
the ASPIRE training programme
has benefited you?
Whilst I have not participated on
ASPIRE, my sponsorship was linked to
one of my appraisal objectives, so I know
a lot more about it than I did when I first
joined Clipper. The amount of interest
from sites that had previously not
participated in the programme before
has been very encouraging and every
place on offer for this year has been
filled. There have been some changes to
the programme, so it will be interesting
to evaluate this in the coming months.
Good luck to everyone taking part!
If you were stranded on a desert
island and could have three people
(dead or alive) with you, who would
they be?
First choice would be my dear friend and
mentor, Bob Foreman, who sadly died
last year. He’d be my first choice because
of his coaching skills; Bob could convince

you that you really can do anything you
set your heart on.
Secondly, Pamela Anderson from
Baywatch Days, but only because of her
life saving skills (of course), in the event
that I might get into trouble whilst
swimming around the island.
The third person’s name was written in
sand whilst I was visiting a far off land
and then stored in jar, so only she would
know who she is.
Describe your perfect day.
Sat anywhere warm, maybe with an
ice cold drink thinking about the next
chapter of the book I started a long time
ago. It’s about characters you meet at
work and in life that make you smile or
laugh. I am sure there will be a chapter
dedicated to Clipper when I eventually
get round to finishing it one day.
Finish the sentence - ‘If I wasn’t
working at Clipper, I would’ve liked
to have been…’
Running an outdoor learning centre
teaching people about work skills and
leadership, where they are also taught
to understand that’s its OK to have
some fun whilst doing it. Fun should
be an important element in learning,
which is often overlooked. I try hard to
incorporate an element of fun in my
training sessions and sometimes even
get the odd response or two.

Craig Toms
Regional HR Manager
ger

